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How to Create A Calendar in Microsoft Word Document 

- To create a calendar, you would have to open Microsoft word document. 

- Once you open Microsoft word document, there are 3 tabs on the left side. HOME, NEW and 

OPEN. You would want to click on the NEW on the left tab. 

 

- As you can see, there is different type of templates that you can create.  

- In the search bar, you can type in calendar and it will show many kinds of calendars, but we are 

not doing that, we will be making our calendar by scratch. 
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- Click on Blank Document to create a calendar. 

 

- Once you click on Blank document to create a custom calendar. The next thing you will have to 

do is to click on the Insert tab on the top left side of the document.  

- After you have done that, you will have to click on the table tab. Since there are seven days in a 

week you will need to seven columns and you will need five or six rows depending on the 

month you are making.  
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- After you have made you table, you will have to fill it in with the days in the whatever month you 

want it to be for example we are going to do December of 2020. 

 
- Once you have filled all the days, the next part we are going to do is to resize the table so it can 

be a little bigger. 

- Then righthand click your mouse and drag your mouse all the way until you get all the days, then 

click on to the second layout tab and then click distribute rows so it can be nicely spread out. 

After that you will want you days to be center so you will have to click on the align center. 
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- Next part is and this is optional is change the font and size if you.  

- To do that you will have to click on the Home tab on the left side of document. You will see two 

column bars; the first column bar is for the font and the second is for the size for the font.  

- To change the font, you will have to right hand click the days until you get all the numbers of the 

days than you can change the font to whatever you want it to be. 

- To change the font size in opinion I would rather change the numbers of days font size so the 

number could look bigger.  

- To do that you will have to righthand click the mouse until you get all the numbers of days and 

then you can change the font size to what you want. 

 

 
- To make the calendar even better we will need to insert the name of the month into the calendar 

and changing the color of it so it can look better.  

- We will need add a month to our calendar. To do that we will need to drag our calendar down. To 

do that we will need to click on your table, and then it will show an icon. After that, you need to 

righthand click the mouse and drag to the down so we can type the name of the month on top 

on the calendar. 

- To change the color, we will need to righthand click the month name until its highlighted, on the 

left-hand side there should be a letter A and if you click on that you can change color of the 

month names and number of days. 
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- To make the calendar even better we will be inserting a picture behind the calendar. 

- To do that we will need to go to google and type whatever picture matches the months, for an 

example since I am doing December, I will be going with a Christmas / snowing theme. After that 

you will need to copy your image and paste it under your calendar that you already made.  

- Then click on your picture and you will see an icon, then make sure you click the one that said 

behind the text. After you get that done you can put your picture behind the calendar. 

 
- And that all the step of how to make a calendar in Microsoft Word Document.  

 


